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Step 1 
Cut 70cm of thread, thread on four bicone beads and push Cut 70cm of thread, thread on four bicone beads and push 
them to the middle. Form the four beads into a diamond 
shape by passing the strand through the first bead strung 
– the thread strands will cross inside this bead in opposite 
directions. Pull to tighten ensuring you have an equal 
amount of thread on each side. 

Step 2 
Follow the diagram to add nine more bicones. Start by Follow the diagram to add nine more bicones. Start by 
adding two beads on one strand and one on the other. 
Take the strand with the single bead and pass it, in the 
opposite direction, through the last bead on the other 
strand. Pull to tighten – don’t worry if the beads curl up, 
everything will flatten out as you work the heart. Note that 
when you add the last three bicones the strands of thread 
exit at the side of the group. exit at the side of the group. 

Step 3 
Form the next side of the heart with a further nine 
more bicones as shown. As before, when you add 
the last three bicones the thread should 
exit at the side of the group. 

Before you begin… 
For clarity the coloured lines shown on the diagrams indicate the pathway the thread 
should follow. This project will show you the pattern to create a heart, They can be used 
as pendants, key chains and charms. It is a lovely pattern to master and we think several 
of these linked together for a necklace would look just stunning! 

Crystal Heart Pendant



Step 4 
Form the upper part of the heart. As you can see the 
thread will pass through beads that have already been 
strung. 

Step 5 
Now the basic heart is finished, use one of the strands to Now the basic heart is finished, use one of the strands to 
go around the outside shape adding seed beads (indicated 
by the small circles) between each edge bicone. These 
seed beads will help stabilise the shape as well as adding 
decoration. Stop when you reach the centre ‘v’.

Step 6 
Thread on the last seed bead at the centre point and pass Thread on the last seed bead at the centre point and pass 
both threads through it. Pass each thread up through the 
next bicone and seed bead on either side and exit them.

Step 7 
Onto each strand string two seed beads. Make sure the Onto each strand string two seed beads. Make sure the 
loop on your bail is securely closed and thread this onto 
one of your strands. Pass the other strand through the bail 
loop and continue to pass each strand down through the 
opposite seed beads and into your bead work. Thread 
around the bicone, seed bead, bicone ‘v’ shape and your 
loop a second time to reinforce. 

Step 8Step 8
Thread your two strands into your beadwork following the 
thread paths. Move through your work and knot the 
thread against the taught threads throughout the pendant. 
Once you are happy that your threads won’t unravel your 
design, trim the tails and thread your pendant bail onto 
your necklace chain. 
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